
THE PASTOR’S PRIMER FOR

Knowing and Using Social Media’s  
                        Latest Big Platform

Periscope
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You may have heard of Periscope, the shiniest  
new app on the social media landscape. It’s an  
insanely simple, live streaming tool that connects 
with your twitter account. (Twitter bought it for $100 
million.) Whatever you broadcast, people can comment 
on and “heart” showing real-time interaction and 
engagement. Best of all, it archives your live-streaming 
event for 24 hours so that your followers can watch 
later if they weren’t immediately available.

Breaking out during the Spring of 2015 in Austin 
at South by Southwest, it is still too early to know 
whether Periscope will mark the next big movement in 
social media interaction or just be a momentary blip on 
our current landscape of cultural over-communication.

Either way, the ability to broadcast video from a  
handheld device and instantaneously interact  
with live viewers certainly opens new doors of 
connectedness in ministry.

What is Periscope Anyway?
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For pastors uninterested in social media, or 
unconvinced that digital engagement is worth the 
effort, consider these statistics, as of this writing: 

302 million people are active on  
Twitter each month

1.44 BILLION people are active on  
Facebook each month

Could you imagine the Apostle Paul, remaining 
unconvinced that new routes of commerce and cultural 
communication were not worth the effort in spreading 
the gospel of Christ? 

[ ]
This Pastor’s Primer for Periscope 
is designed to educate and inspire 
the everyday leader, even those 
only marginally involved in social 
media, to the possibilities of 
Periscope for you and your team.
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What Periscope will become is 
actually mind numbing when 
you consider the possibilities. 
Here are seven reasons why 
every church leader should 
consider Periscope:

So why should every  
church leader jump  
on the bandwagon?

G E N E R A L  
L E A D E R S H I P  R E A S O N S

#1 Every new social tool is a new opportunity to learn 
as a leader. You are busy and you can’t get distracted by 

everything. But the benefits of this opportunity are huge. If 
you keep the perspective of Periscope as a leadership tool and a  

learning tool, it will help. Think of it this way— It’s more efficient and 
probably more fun than reading another leadership book. 

#2 Your influence may dramatically increase if you are an early adopter 
with a tool that will be widespread. You want to be in the know when the 
odometer turns and everyone is reset to zero. That’s right, everyone on 
Periscope right now, stands just beyond the starting line. The first leaders to 
use it will begin to have differentiated level of influence in their community of 
influence. Each day a leader waits is another day to get further behind.  

#3 Periscope doesn’t start from scratch, but leverages your current 
Twitter following. Fortunately you are not turning a giant flywheel with 
no momentum, unless of course you are not on twitter. For many 
of you, jumping into Periscope will enable you to connect with 
dozens of people immediately due to its integration with twitter.  

Each broadcast is made known within your circle of followers, and 
theirs to you. 
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#4 Periscope 

removes the greatest 
barrier to discipleship—

opportunities for life modeling that 
don’t require physical presence.  

You can teach what you know, but you 
reproduce what you are. Periscope is an amazing 

tool for life modeling. Think about it. You might 
teach or preach to a crowd once a week. But who 

gets to see you do family devotions? Who might want 
to peek in for five minutes to see where you have your 
God times? What’s better than seeing the mission trip 

live from a handful of people on the ground? What 
did Jesus do when He came to earth? He modeled 
His life so that He could start a life-modeling chain 
reaction. When He left He provided His personal 
presence through the Holy Spirit. He distributed 

His presence through the incredible nature 
of the Trinity himself. In some ways that 

is the same multipliable opportunity 
with Periscope. Think about it 

as “ever-present modeling 
multiplication.” 

#5 Periscope expands how 
a mobile society can stay connected 

to your ministry events. 

At the beginning of 2015, the most popular posts 
and blogs all centered on the growing challenge 

that your most committed people attend church less 
frequently. Here is a tool to address that challenge. Why 

wouldn’t you want to have a distributed workforce of people 
showing your ministry events, shared experiences and God 

moments as a church? The applications  
of Periscope for church communicators are limitless!

#6 Periscope creates a new horizon of innovation  
opportunity for the almost 8 billion people in the world. 

The mind blowing begins when you think of the modeling, 
teaching, and training opportunities leveraged across a 

growing global population of digitally connected people.   
Do you ever get tired of the church lagging far behind the 

innovation curve? Again, here is a new opportunity to 
leap ahead. 

#7 There will be tons of distracting and even 
evil stuff on Periscope, so let’s saturate it 

with the gospel! 

Enough said. 

M I N I S T R Y  S P E C I F I C  R E A S O N S

The most important factors, of course, have to 
do with the gospel and your ministry calling.
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An ever-increasing number of church 
leaders are leaning into this emerging 
tool as an opportunity to connect and 
transfer vision. 

Given the capacity to limit your audience 
(selected from your followers) using private 
broadcasting, the ability to interact with 
viewers, and the 24-hour lifespan of each 
video saved, how can you use these …

52 examples of how leaders might use 
Periscope in Church Ministry.

So How Can a  
Pastor Get Started?

1. Deliver daily devotions during a season of 
campaigning. 

2. Share vision-soaked highlights of the day on 
Sunday evenings. 

3. Reveal a Thursday afternoon sermon preview 
with handles on how to invite to Sunday services. 

4. Broadcast business meetings during those  
hard-to-quorum summer months. 

5. Lead sermon-based small group leaders by 
reviewing main points and potential applications. 

6. Share weekly prayer moments – taking requests 
and praying. 

7. Poll member’s feelings about a topic while 
preparing a sermon. 

8. Host regular “Bible answer man” / tough 
questions sessions. 

9. Give live tours and updates during a 
building or renovation project.

10. Moderate monthly roundtables with 
area pastors to discern community 

needs and promote unity. 

For the Vision-Dripping 
Senior Pastor…
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For the Mission-Multiplying 
Multi-Site Campus Pastor…

11. Connect the core team to vision during pre-launch 
phase. 

12. Bring updates to the entire church before, during or 
after campus services. 

13. Host community round tables anchoring campus to its 
geographic location.

14. Moderate real-time chat with the teaching pastor, connecting 
them personally to the context. 

15. Broadcast set-up/tear-down as it happens, capturing the 
heart for vision behind the hard work of the volunteers. 

16. View the central campus live feed with onscreen notes 
for campus leaders as they happen. 

17. Engage live Q&A with teaching pastor, fed from 
stage at each campus.
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For the Deep-Connecting 
Christian Education Director… 

18. Conduct weekly training for leaders 
highlighting vision-fueled application questions. 

19. Create regular input sessions with group leaders 
receiving feedback and sharing stories of discipleship. 

20. Highlight a small group each week and live stream 
from their meeting. 

21. Reinforce the vision of connection and community 
by sharing stories from groups. 

22. Invite invested leaders into real-time thinking and 
get input before decisions are made. 
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For the Snapchatting-Before- 
It-Was-Cool Youth Leader… 

23. Share nightly updates on what God is doing 
among the youth at camp or on a mission trip. 

24. Preview youth group worship topics for students with 
an inviting hook for students to use at school. 

25. Prep youth volunteers on their role in upcoming big events. 

26. Create fun, interactive video segments during youth group. 

27. Push real-time helps for parents in response to a community 
crisis or cultural event. 

28. Blow up a student’s big game, performance or life event, 
letting everyone celebrate with them. 

29. Host a live “ask me anything” night for the 
teenagers, if you dare. 
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For the People-Empowering 
Children’s Minister…  

30. Build VBS anticipation with a walk thru of environmental 
themes.

31. Deliver weekly volunteer preparation for the lesson or craft 
that will be used that week.

32. Broadcast VBS rec/craft/worship with real-time look-ins. 

33. Host monthly parent forums with Q&A on a particular topic. 

34. Give a Sunday night recap of the morning with questions for parent/
child interaction around the lesson. 

35. Settle once and for all how much more fun volunteering with  
kids really is. 

36. Produce training updates on one of your boring policies or 
procedures. 

37. Live stream mandatory annual health insurance 
meetings, staff can fake interest by sending hearts. 

38. Realize, that – who are we kidding – you bristle 
at the thought of another social media channel 

to have to police. 
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For the Always-Analyzing Executive Pastor…



For the Cause-Mobilizing 
Missions Pastor…  

39. Transmit updates from teams as they reflect on the 
work of God that day. 

40. Host “Missions Weekend” interviews with missionaries 
in the field. 

41. Give progress reports on construction projects or 
evangelistic initiatives. 

42. Live stream back home from worship environments around 
the world. 

43. Produce time-zone-transcending monthly updates to 
partners in the field, with feedback and prayer request avenues 
built-in. 

44. Keep track of “church has left the building” projects as 
they are happening. 

45. Connect groups meeting in prisons or missions 
centers to the larger church body. 
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For the Its-More-than-Just-
Singing Worship Leader…  

For the Hard-Working  
Church Custodian… 

46. Broadcast rehearsal look-ins, building 
week-long worshippers. 

47. Take people behind the scenes with the 
worship team, getting to know the people 
behind the pipes.

48. Give weekly insight into the personal 
disciplines that grow you as a worshipper.

49. Reveal a sneak peek of upcoming stage looks 
or series themes.

50. Garner input from the congregation 
during moments of service planning.

51. Show everyone how wrecked the 
church is after a youth meeting.

52. Invite the whole church to peruse the youth 
pastors bookshelves (after hours) with you, 
paying special attention to the titles that are 
especially inappropriate and awkward.
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Now that you are informed, 
inspired, and ready to raise 
your pastoral periscope, here 
are three simple tips to keep in 
mind as you broadcast: 

What should a Pastor  
keep in mind?

1. Have a Point. Leaders seeking 
to make an impact will have a point to 

their Periscope and nurture spiritual growth in 
their viewers.

2. Be Relational. Stream more than your brilliant thoughts 
or ideas; share a bit of your un-curated, real life: the context 

of your work, the people in your life, or the chaos in which you 
create. You never know what kind of hope or inspiration your 

existence outside of a social media headshot can provide. 

3. Interact. This is the real breakthrough of Periscope: real-time 
interaction. As users jump into the feed, welcome them. As 
comments and questions come rolling by, answer and respond. 
Engage in thoughtful dialogue; Periscope may be your avenue to stop 
talking-at and start talking-with people around you who are far-from, 
or growing-in, Christ.
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Periscope may not amount to anything, or it could 
be the next big thing … either way, church leaders 
have the opportunity to share the gospel of Christ 
as an overflow of their God-given vision in a 
timely, relevant, and in a culturally-chic way. 



Now TeamUp
Distribute this TeamUP to your staff or leadership team. During your next meeting, have some fun finding 
ways you can use Periscope in your ministry. Give the team time to reflect personally on each question, then 
discuss as a team. Be creative and encourage one another!
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Get Inspired

Get Creative

Get Going

Which is the most inspiring Leadership Reason 
(from page 4-5) to raise your periscope?
Share: Let the team know why this matters  
to you.

From the list of 52 Ways, which one(s) resonate 
with you in your role? Why?Take 5-7 minutes to 
list three other ways you could use Periscope.
Share: Can the team think of any additional 
applications for each ministry?

Write down ONE next step you will take to 
enhance your leadership in light of this tool.
Share: Tell the team what impact you believe 
this will have.

Work together to make this opportunity meaningful as you 
dive deeper into the waters of social media … Periscope UP!



This TeamUP includes content from Auxano Founder Will Mancini  (@willmancini) and Lead 
Navigator Bryan Rose (@thebryanrose). The whole Auxano team and others in our “clarity tribe” 
are already onboard, come follow us and interact! 

We cannot wait to see how God uses this new communication medium in your ministry 
and in the life of your church!

High-level thinking.  
        Ground-level application.

The Pastors Primer for Periscope 
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http://www2.auxano.com/l/28802/2015-02-09/rjnwr
https://twitter.com/willmancini
https://twitter.com/thebryanrose
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© 2015 Auxano. All rights reserved. 

Share it, copy it, print it. - but please do not alter it or charge for it.

TeamUp is brought to you by the Auxano team and delivered through the VisionRoom.com. If you 
like TeamUp, we invite you to check out the suite of resources at VisionRoom.com:

in-depth bi-weekly  
book summaries

high-level thinking,  
ground-level application

http://auxano.com/
http://auxano.com/
http://www2.auxano.com/l/28802/2015-02-09/rjnwr
http://visionroom.com/
http://www2.auxano.com/l/28802/2015-02-09/rjnwr
http://visionroom.com/
http://visionroom.com/
http://www2.auxano.com/l/28802/2015-02-09/rjnwr
http://bit.ly/1596nrc
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